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The smglet pair state (S P S) is shown to be the exact ground state for a class of hnear 
quantum spin systems w~th amsotroplc mteractmns 
1. Hamiltonian and notation 
We consider a linear quantum spin system, described by the fol lowing 
Hamiltonian 
2N N- I  
H = 4 ~, Jr ~ ~, ~(n)S~S~+.. (1) 
r=x ,y ,z  I=1 n=l  
2N is the number  of  spins (S, = 1/2, $2N+, = S, for every lattice site i), T(n) = 0 
for n > N - 1. 
The singlet pair state (S P.S.) may be written: I 0>--rILd0>k; 10>k denotes 
the singlet state for  the spin pair (2k - 1, 2k), k = 1, 2 . . . . .  N. Recently1), I~o) 
has been shown to be the ground state of H in the case J~ = Jr = Jz, if T(n) 
satisfies the condit ions 
7 (n)=y(1) (2s -n+l ) /2s ,  3,(1)>0, l~<n~<2s,  2~<2s~<N-1 ,  
(2) 
T(n) = 0, if n > 2s (2s is the interaction range). 
This set of conditions is a general ization of the condit ions derived by Van den 
Broek et al.2). 
F rom now on, we consider a parameter set {y(n)} saUsfying following, more 
general condit ions 
[ (N- I ) /2]  
T(n)= ~ (21-n+1)~ "), 1 .=~(21+1- ( -1 ) " ) ,  
I=1 n 
8 ¢~) I> 0 for l < IM, 8 elM) > O, 6 ¢~) = 0 for I > lM, 
IM being a measure for  the interactmn range. (3) 
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The Hamiltonian can then be written as 
2N [(N-I)/2] 21 
H = 4 ~, Jr E 2 X (2 / -  n + 1)$(t)S~S[+,. 
r=x,y,z t=l I=1 n=l 
It can be seen easily 1) that conditions (3) are sufficient for the S.P.S. to remain 
an exact eigenstate of H, even if Jx, Jy, J~ are choosen somewhat more freely. 
We use following notation 
e: ground-state energy per spin, 
/ .~1)= 2 ~Illr)' 
r=x,y,z 
21 21-n 
H~') = 4J,3 ") ~. ~, S~+jS~+,+.. l = l. 2 . . . . .  [(N - D/E]. 
n=l J=0 
a(')(a¢])): lowest eigenvalue of/4~1)(~z3, 
N 
H0 = ~--1Ho~, Hok = 47(1) ~ JrS~2k_lS~2k describes the interaction within 
.... y.~ the kth neighbour pair. 
H can then be subdivided according to 
2N [(N-I)/21 
From now on Jx, Jy, J~ are restricted to the ranges defined by 
Jx+Jy>0,  Jy+Jz>O, J~+/~>0.  (4) 
Then [0)k is the eigenstate of H0k with the lowest eigenvalue 
- 7(O( J~ + Jy + J~) 
2. Lower and upper bounds for E 
For a set {7(n)} satisfying (3), we construct upper and lower bounds for e, 
and look for cases in which the two bounds are equal. The eigenvalue 
equation for the lowest lying state I~0) of /4o reads 
H01*0) = - NT(1)(Jx + Jy + J3 l~o).  
As was remarked in section 1, Iq~o) is also an eigenstate of H, the correspond- 
ing eigenvalue being the same. Then it follows 
2N~ ~< -NT(1)(J~ + Jy + J~), 
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or  
~ -½T(1)(£~ + Jy + J~), 
f rom which an upper bound is obtained. 
2.1. The case Jx, J~, Jz >t 0 
(5) 
where S,;~ = ~o S[+j is the rth component  of the sum of 21 + 1 consecut ive 
spins. 
Therefore  
a~ t) = 2Jr~(t)[~- )(21 + 1)1 = - J r l t~  0). 
From (4) we have: 
[(N - 1)/21 (N- 1)12 
r=x,y,z I=I r=x,y,z 
or, remember ing (3), 
E I> - ½"/(1)(Jx + Jy + J~). 
2.2. Thecase Jx=Jy>O,  J z<0,  IJzl~/(l+tM). 
Jx, Jz are still restr icted to (4), whence,  putting Jy = Jx, Y = IJzl/J,, the upper 
bound for this case is 
- ~3,(1)(2J~ + Jz) = -~V(1)J~(2 - y). 
Now,  
/41 ') = 28~')J~ [S~ - (1 + y)(S~) 2- ¼(1 + 2l)(2 - y)]. 
Putting S~= S(S+ 1), S~ = S, S =½, l, -~ . . . .  ½(1 +21), we find the lowest 
eigenvalue of ~ l )  for fixed S 
F(S ,  l) = 2$t°l~[S - yS 2 -  41-(1 + 2 l ) (2 -  y)]. 
Because of the finite range of discrete values of S, F(S ,  l) has two minima 
(i being fixed) 
F~-, l) = - $t°Jxl(2 - y) and F(~(1 + 2/), l) = - $¢°Jxl(21 + 1)y. 
It can be verified easily that, for every l ~< lu, 
F(½, i) ~ F(½(1 + 2l), l) if y ~ 1/(1 + Ira). 
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In that case a <l) = F~,  I), and "-'t=lx'(N-1~/2 F(~, I) plays the role of a lower bound, 
which equals the upper bound (5). 
3. Concluding remarks 
If the parameter set {v(n)} satisfies the conditions (3), the S.P.S. remains 
the exact ground state for all amsotropic interaction strengths Jx, Jy, J~, cor- 
responding with the cases 2.1 and 2.2. Recently3), a two dimensional antifer- 
romagnetic Hamiltonian with anisotropic interactions in the presence of a 
magnetic field, was analyzed by B.S. Shastry and B. Sutherland. Sufficient 
conditions for the S.P.S. to be the exact ground state of a two-dimensional 
lattice, have been derived. We also want to draw attention to the recent work 
of Klein 4) on singlet-pair states. This author formulated independently the 
sufficient conditions 
2~/(2t) = 7(2t - 1) + 7(2t + 1) 
for a S.P.S. to exist in a linear chain with isotropic interactions~). 
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